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Dual Band Filter Assembly Manual 
12 January 2018 Rev D Version 

Theory of Operation: 
The purpose of a Bandpass Filter is to filter out or reject all unwanted signals.  The 

original KN-Q7A Receive Filter selects only those frequencies desired for the band 

of operation.  That signal is then fed into the Mixer and beats with the IF to give 

us the frequency we want to listen to. 

The Sandwich VFO provides us with an excellent opportunity to experiment with 

several options.  The VFO provides full band coverage.  There is an optional 

jumper called JP10.  This was provided to allow the Sandwich to work with either 

IF option of the KN-Q7A kit.  Usually, the jumper is in or it is not.  Since current 

KN-Q7A and CS-series transceivers use only on IF crystal value, a jumper at JP10 is 

no longer necessary.  By connecting a switch to JP10, it can be repurposed to tell 

the Sandwich VFO to select different frequency bands. 

By slightly changing the Arduino code in the Sandwich VFO, we can provide 

coverage for a primary operating band (base band) with the switch open (e.g.: 40 

Meters) and a secondary operating band with the switch closed (e.g.: 80 Meters). 

By placing a 40 Meter receive filter in the path, all other frequencies are rejected.  

We switch the 80 Meter receive filter in the path at the same time selecting the 

code for 80 Meters in the Sandwich.  Thus, we now have a dual band receive 

radio. 

This new filter combines both the receive and transmit filters into a single board.  

The signal coming from the NE602 is already operating in the frequency we need.  

It is still a good idea to filter the signal to clean out any noise that might be there.  

When transmitting, the bandpass filter is switched from receive to transmit. 

Note:  This will work with any of the KN-Q7A or CS-Series base radios.  Thus we 

can have 40/80 Meter, 40/20 Meter etc. 
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Assembly: 

There are three PC boards in the kit.  The smallest two are for the actual bandpass 

filter that will be assembled. 

Parts Included: 
1. 4 each DIY7 coils (values depend on frequency desired) 

2. 1 Main PC Board 

3. 2 Bandpass Filter Boards 

4. 2 each 2 pf capacitors. 

5. 4 each band specific capacitors 

6. 2 each Diodes 

7. 16 each header pins 

8. 2 each 2-pin connectors 

9. 1 each 3-pin connector 

10. 1 each Cable assembly for switching band 

11. 2 each Coaxial cables for in and out of band pass filters 

12. 2 each 9-volt DPDT relays  
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Bandpass Filter Assembly 

Bandpass Filter Board 

 

 

Values shown for 80 Meter band 

 

There are several possible options available: 

80 Meters add on: 

 Insert the two 27-pf capacitors in C1 and C3 locations 

 Insert the 2-pf capacitor in location C2 

 Solder the capacitors and trim the leads 

 Insert the two DIY7 coils L1, L2 for the appropriate band.   

a. 80 M two DIY7-3.8 coils. 
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b. DIY7-xx identification marks are to be facing inward, toward each 

other. 

 Solder in place. 

 Solder the two header pins to the location indicated for X1 and X2 

 Set aside for later. 

40 Meters add on: 

 Insert the two 27-pf capacitors in C1 and C3 locations 

 Insert the 2-pf capacitor in location C2 

 Solder the capacitors and trim the leads 

 Insert the two DIY7 coils L1, L2 for the appropriate band.   

a. 40 M two DIY7-7 coils 

b. DIY7-xx identification marks are to be facing inward, toward each 

other. 

 Solder in place. 

 Solder the two header pins to the location indicated for X1 and X2 

 Set aside for later. 

20 Meters add on: 

 Insert the two 12-pf capacitors in C1 and C3 locations 

 Insert a capacitor of 2-pf at C2. 

 Solder the capacitors and trim the leads 

 Insert the two DIY7 coils L1, L2 for the appropriate band.   

a. 20 M two DIY7-14 coils  

b. DIY7-xx identification marks are to be facing inward, toward each 

other. 

 Solder in place. 

 Solder the two header pins to the location indicated for X1 and X2 

 Set aside for later. 

17 Meters add on: 

 Insert the two 12-pf capacitors in C1 and C3 locations 

 Insert a capacitor of 2-pf at C2. 

 Solder the capacitors and trim the leads 
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 Insert the two DIY7 coils L1, L2 for the appropriate band.   

a. Two DIY7-21 coils  

b. DIY7-xx identification marks are to be facing inward, toward each 

other. 

 Solder in place. 

 Solder the two header pins to the location indicated for X1 and X2 

 Solder in place. 

 Set aside for later. 

15 Meters add on: 

 Insert the two 12-pf capacitors in C1 and C3 locations 

 Insert a capacitor of 2-pf at C2. 

 Solder the capacitors and trim the leads 

 Insert the two DIY7 coils L1, L2 for the appropriate band.   

a. Two DIY7-21 coils  

b. DIY7-xx identification marks are to be facing inward, toward each 

other. 

 Solder in place. 

 Solder the two header pins to the location indicated for X1 and X2 

 Set aside for later. 
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Main Board Assembly 

Main Board 
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Main Board Assembly 

 Insert the two 1N4148 Diode, note direction of Black Bar. 

 Insert two two-pin connectors at location X1 and X3. 

 Insert one three-pin connector at location X2. 

 Solder and trim the leads. 

 Insert the two Relays and solder 

 Place the Default bandpass filter in locations X6 and X7. (depends on 

software) – Note location of capacitors 

 Place the optional bandpass filter in location X10 and X11. 

 Solder and trim leads 

 Set aside for later. 

The Red, Blue and Black wire harness will be attached to the X2 connector.  The 

Red wire switches the band.  The Blue wire switches Receive to Transmit.  The 

Black wire is connected to GND.  

There are two coaxial cables with the female two-pin connection on them.  They 

are identical cables. 
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Radio Modifications - Work 

 Update the software in the Sandwich VFO – see download information on 

website. 

 The new Main Board will slide into the top of the radio case as shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Mount the switch as shown. 
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 Wiring harness is included with the kit. 

 Mount the wired switch in your new hole on the faceplate. 

 Remove jumper at JP10 if previously installed 

 Install a 2-pin header connector to JP10 to accept WHITE wire connector 

from wiring harness. 

 Now connect the 2-pin connector with WHITE wires to the location of JP10.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Connect the RED wire from switch to the +8 volt location on board, located 

where the TUNE control was located. 
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 Note the other RED wire goes to the 3-pin wiring harness that connects to 

the Main Filter Board 

 Connect Blue wire to Radio PCB at location shown: 
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 Connect the Black wire to GND. 

 Remove the two capacitors from the Receive filter on the main PCB as 

shown: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Next remove the two capacitors from the Transmit filter as shown 

 

 

                                            To X1-2 

 

 

 

 

Note:  It is difficult to properly remove the DIY7’s from the PC Board so we 

leave them installed.  They are no longer used.  They are disabled by the 

removal of the 4 capacitors. 
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 Connect the first coaxial cable as follows: 

a. Connector that will go to X3 

will have the wire from X3-1 soldered 

to Receive filter location at top of 

photo.  The side that connects near 

the diodes. 

b. Connect the wire going to X3-2 

to the PA-IN side where the first 

capacitor was just removed. 

c. Solder the shields of both 

cables to their local old coil GND. 

 

 Connect the second coaxial cable as follows: 

a. Connector that will go to X1 

will have the wire from X1-1 soldered 

to Receive filter location at top of 

photo.  The side that connects at the 

bottom of Receive filter photo. 

b. Connect the wire going to X1-2 

to the right most location where the 

second capacitor was just removed. 

c. Solder the shields of both cables to their local old coil GND. 
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CALIBRATION of FILTERS 

You may calibrate the filters the same way that you did when first assembling 

your radio.  This does not require any additional equipment. 

You will need to change the Band switch to check both receive filter paths. 

However, if you have access to a signal generator and oscilloscope, you can 

adjust the coils more precisely. 

Filter Calibration 

With no power applied to the KN-Q7A or CS-series radio, do the following: 

 Inject a signal appropriate for the band at the X2-1 pin.  

a. (80 Meters – 3.800 MHz) 

b. (40 Meters – 7.225 MHz) 

c. (20 Meters – 14.225 MHz) 

d. Etc. 

 Connect an oscilloscope to X2-1 pin. 

 Connect GND to X2-4 pin 

 Adjust L1 and L2 for maximum amplitude. 

Note: Once you have adjusted the first filter, do the same for the second filter. 

Oscillator Board with I2C bus for Frequency Display and JP10 for band switch. 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions? Email: larry@QRVTronics.com 


